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On JearTQacques
and the Doomsday Kids
A p s y c h i a t r i c c h i l d r e n ' s u n i t i s t h e s e t t i n g f o r a kaleidoscope o f appearances and
t r u t h s : h o w t h i n g s are s e e n , j u d g e d , c a t e g o r i z e d , and c o l l e c t i v e l y made i n t o m e a n i n g
a n d a u t h o r i t y . But t h e r e are o t h e r voices t r y i n g t o be h e a r d , echoes o f ideas and
a l t e r n a t i v e s a l m o s t l o s t i n t h e fixed e m b o d i m e n t s o f t h e o r d e r l y and t h e p r e d i c t a b l e .

There is little conjunction of truth and social "reality". Around

babies draped across their shoulders. Groups of men in

us are pseudo-events,

to which we adjust with a false

baseball caps sat huddled over their cigarettes and paper

consciousness adapted to see these events as true and real,

cups of coffee, talking and laughing as if this were an

and even as beautiful. In the society of men, the truth resides

old railroad depot. On the cab ride to the hospital I settled

now less in what things are then in what they are not.
R.D. Laing, The Politics of

Experience

back into the heat and the country music on the radio
The driver in his soft drawl brought me up on the
weekend's weather as we moved through a patchwork
of empty fields and shopping centers, then an intersection

There was a time not long ago when I spent a year

with blinking yellow lights. Here, I was told, a huge Klan

substituting for the director of a locked child and

billboard once stood warning niggers not to be caught in

adolescent unit in a private psychiatric hospital. It was

own after dark.

in a small southern American city, a few hours drive from
the ocean in one direction, and from the Blue Ridge

The hospital was at the edge of the city: A low one

mountains in the other. Flying back late at night after

storey structure indistinguishable from many other

spending a weekend up north, I can remember the plane

buildings in the area that housed doctors, dentists

slowly coming down through a blackness criss-crossed

insurance agents, chiropractors, cleaners and florists, all

with lines of blinking neon on roads abandoned long ago

behind dark glass windows and surrounded by concrete

to the Interstate. The trays and coffee cups had been

aprons. As if in imitation of a pastoral scene, small stands

cleared away, with only the sound of flaps extended and

of pine and other trees were scattered about, barely hiding

the whine of landing gear lowered breaking the stillness.

other fields already bulldozed and waiting naked and red

Even after touching down on the runway there was

for the next development. It was a scene where the eye

nothing to see, the lights of the airport building becoming

met no resistance, sliding effortlessly across a neatly

visible only at the last moment as the plane swung around

organized and simplified space, easily interchangeable

to stop. With the door cracked open, the cabin suddenly

with a multitude of others. There are no loyalties, no

filled with a mix of sensations and smells: dogwood and

belongings to such landscapes, a moment's glance when

southern pine; wet, oppressive heat; a hint of the sea if

passing by, then left behind.

the wind was right; the sour, burning taste of cordite
drifting in from night maneuvers at a nearby army base.

Walking through the entrance and getting into the ware
meant passing through a double set of locked doors. It

Inside the terminal, a few tired-looking army wives

was built this way to make escapes more difficult, with

stood waiting to greet their husbands, their hair in curlers.

some of the children inside expert at using any chance to

run, say when someone came or went. I thought this must

on suggestions made by their audience. Surrounding them

be what an airlock feels like, a pause in time to adjust to

Is a town where genitals were once hacked off, where

another way of breathing and seeing, another composition

strange fruit swung on trees. Down the road from the

of elements. Once inside, I stood and listened, trying to

hospital are a line of military surplus stores that sell

make sense of the sounds for a quick fix on what had

ratchet-edged commando knives and stenciled T-shirts

been happening. Places like this can teach a great deal

that read, " K i l l them all—let God sort them out

about the many forms of silence: the calm quiet of sleep,

afterwards," and "Death to the Enemy," with the same

the lingering echoes of something gone terribly wrong,

dripping daggers and death's heads. They hang on display

the tense undertone of an explosion about to happen. You

alongside "Love Me," and "Beat State," terror made

look for the number of lights still on, the way the night

trivial and appealing, a Halloween without end and

staff move from room to room in the lacework beams of

without guilt. Generations here have grown up eating

their flashlights, someone crying, the sudden crash of a

TV dinners in front of images of Tinkertoy constructions

slamming door, the smell of stale coffee. In their rooms

of bones, arms, legs and bodies in casual disarray. Cars

aligned along the corridor, children toss and dream, or

go by with bumper stickers proclaiming faith, resurrection

stand at their windows watching for ghosts to appear, or

and the coming rapture, crowding into malls where,

turn over their beds to hide and sleep behind a barricade

inside, everything glows in the bright artificial light.

against something untellable. A young girl lies spread-

Beautiful, soft women in billowy clothes and careful

eagled and staring on her bed, tied down with leather

make-up walk by the shops, past sheriff's deputies who

restraints on her wrists and ankles, a counselor sitting

look them over and tag them with records of bedroom

}eside her and gently stroking her hair. A small blond

beatings and silent rapes. It is the final scene of Altman's

D0y of twelve wakes up to tell of Satan standing in the

Nashville with its bouffant hairdos and murder, the

yard. Lightly dressed for the hot night, many of the

American flag and everyone joining in the chorus of "It

children expose secret cuts and scratches on their hands,

Don't Worry Me", the light hiding the whispers and

arms, legs and breasts - the crusted signs of devil worship

secrets. This is what the children brought with them, the

and the torn handbooks of black masses and occult

locked doors useless for keeping it out. We put them into

practices that turn up when their rooms are searched. On

a ward where learning not to keep secrets is a sign of

the walls around them are penciled - in daggers dripping

health.

blood, demon masks with fluorescent eyes, smoking
guns, posters of rock players with painted faces and

One fifteen-year-old girl I remember well. The other

jagged purple thunderbolts cutting them in two,

children kept away from her; her unaccountable but

demolition derbies, and bleeding Christs. There are nights

somehow calculated outbursts surrounded her with an

when an unnamed fury will suddenly sweep them all into

empty space that few dared enter. With no change of

a screaming mass of blows, broken chairs, and self -

expression on her face, a casual conversation could turn

propelling bodies thrown helplessly against the wired

into a deadly strike of arms or legs, an abstract, detached

windows and the locked doors.

malevolence that would disappear almost as quickly as
it came. Sometimes I took her off the ward, unlocking

Their names and faces have slipped away from me, so

the double doors to go outside and walk around the

how do I tell about these children who must be

grounds, holding hands and kicking our shoes off to feel

remembered? What remains is their wildly erratic

the bed of pine needles and dogwood blossoms under

behavior, unhindered by the heavy weight of consistency,

our feet. She told about herself in quick snatches of scenes

the bits and pieces they pasted together to create

and events, breaking her narrative now and then to let go

themselves. The formal insanities written in their records

of my hand and dance around me, playfully living out a

[vere at best a pale coding of selves they had dug out of a!

!few moments of freedom. Once a couple of soldiers had

grab bag, blurring into one another like actors improvising

picked her and a girlfriend up and took them back to

their barracks where they sneaked them inside through

discussed at all or make headlines when instances are

an upstairs window. All night she and her friend were

uncovered. But betrayal can have another face: in the

passed from one soldier to another, someone keeping

words

count with check marks on a wall. A pimp had put his

"...abandonment of something committed to one's

cigarette out on her breast with a characteristic pattern

charge." Abandonment is different; it can take on many

of burns that marked his property. Often she worked and

forms, not always obvious, hidden carefully in

slept in abandoned boxcars in the railroad yard and could

institutional arrangements and phrased in theoretical

of

the

Oxford

English

Dictionary,

recite a long list of the magic names of railroads painted

language, concealed from awareness in a reasoned

on their sides like some children memorize rhyming songs

measure of justification and hurt.

and lullabies. She told me how much she liked me and
made me promise to take her outside again when the
weather was good and I had the time.

The great thinkers and educators who set out the first
principles of residential work with children must have
sensed something of this danger. Why else their insistence

One afternoon, a counselor's scream brought us

on the demanding unity of personal and professional life,

running to the girl's room. The counselor, a young woman

and an institution that bounded and defined them as well

finishing a social work degree, stood frozen in the

as the children in their charge? To change a child signified

hallway, her body awkwardly off balance as if caught in

for them an anxious appreciation of the enemy that circled

the middle of a nameless charade. Inside the room we

outside the doors, ready to capitalize on the slightest

could see the girl sitting on her bed, an empty book of

weakness, the smallest breaks in commitment. From

matches in her hand, the bedclothes and a ring of papers

Rousseau onward, the literature on changing children has

and magazines she had spread on the floor on fire.

long been set against the backdrop of an enemy, some

Impassive and calm, she sat inside the flames and smoke,

version of a world gone mad or, worse, a world self-

offering no resistance when we dragged her out, standing

satisfied, insensitive and stagnant. The impulse was to

quietly to one side while we beat out the burning mattress

build a wall around the children so as to make of them

and papers. The other children watched in awed silence

persons who could eventually withstand the awfulness

as she was led off to an isolation room in the adult section

outside, not out of defensiveness but as earners of another

of the hospital. When I came to see her she was!

vision. To return them to what they came from in order

disappointed that we couldn't go out for a walk; I made

to "adjust" or "get along" was to continue the lie and the

up excuses why she was not returned to her old room. At

illness, to violate the future. Change took its meaning

a staff meeting it was quickly agreed that residential

not only from what happened inside the individual but

treatment was not appropriate for her, and that she should

from an altered society, dreamt of and writ small inside

be transferred to a locked facility at the local state

the boundaries of special communities. The worst

hospital. I kept visiting her in her isolation room but could

betrayal would be to sour the idea, and allow the tension

think of no way to tell her what had been decided. I stayed

between the real and the imagined - what Korchak called

home from the hospital the night the state police came,

"the balance of hope and despair" - to dissipate.

3ut her in handcuffs and restraints, and drove her away.
Teachers, philosophers and doctors knew too well that
Hardly any mention can be found in our textbooks

without this tension, what hypocrisies and deceits are

about how betrayal often intimately accompanies

not possible? Walls will then do what they do most simply

therapeutic work. It is easy to point to obvious kinds of

and efficiently: separate and imprison, enclose the space

intentional treachery: the cruel breaking of promises,

where melodramas of being different are played out while

giving away of secrets, sexual exploitation in the guise

forms are filled in, pills handed out, doors locked, rules

of caring. Such actions are so contradictory to the image

fulfilled. When visions are no longer practicable anc

of the professional helper that they either are not

principles are little more than organizational needs,

understanding is the only moral maneuver remaining,

nurse's station, special-purpose rooms for arts and crafts

forgiving everything and compelling nothing.

and schooling opened and closed on schedule, a staff
room where children were not allowed to enter. Outside

In the history of the ward, one of the professionals had

the double doors were the therapist's offices, safely

developed a program of forced regression. Selected

removed from the noise and occasional disorder of the

intractable children were allowed to wear only diapers,

ward itself. Each of these distinctively and privately

fed mushy food and never spoken to unless absolutely

belonged to its owner, decorated with diplomas, family

necessary. Their rooms were stripped of everything

pictures, books, soft chairs, a poster or painting of

personal, and they were left alone to cry and howl, to

personal significance. At staggered times, the children

perhaps reach some point of inarticulate beginning that

were brought to these rooms, taken out of the everyday

could then be rebuilt by a therapist's magical presence

space where they ate, fought, laughed and cried

and power. The young counselors who had to enforce

themselves to sleep, at a special time and place, to enter

this regime did what they were told, hiding their

a box within a box of therapy.

bewilderment over the pain and hurt they were causing
behind deference and theory. Afraid to ask or complain

Visualize, then, a geography of distinctions, of doors

or be seen as ignorant, they struggled to adopt a

opening and closing, of assigned locations and rules, the

combination of studied concern and distance that they

hidden constraints of insurance forms and job descriptions.

took to be the mark of the healer. It was an extraordinary

The furniture, the carpeting, the cool colors all speak of a

attempt at assimilating a persona whose substance, they

place that requires no wild allegiances, no anger, no

dimly realized, was little more than an aesthetic of style

passion wasted. Even before entering, meanings have

and technique. The counselors strained to mold it to

already been settled. This is a place where movements

themselves, tried to remember to modulate their voices,!

and feelings are recorded, analyzed and sorted, where

to dispense love and punishment as part of the job and,

mystery and madness are made intelligible. It is a setting

^n a strange inversion, guiltily do battle with what was

for getting things done, for carefully managing

inost real and spontaneous within themselves. One of

involvement where order, authority and control are integral

them burst into tears after calling for help to drag a child

to the design. In the morning, the adults come in, drink

off to his room and put in restraints when she could not

coffee, flip through charts, settle into familiar talk and

get him to stop tearing up the pictures that lined a corridor

tones of voice. It is a practiced, skillful performance; the

wall. She stood motionless in the hallway for a long time,

banter casual and predictable: last nights of bars and back

fier hands clenched, wondering out loud what had

seats, bridge games, movies, small dinners, hints of

happened to her. Her frustration was not over what was

infidelities, talk of books and art. These are gatherings

done to the child, but at the anger that had burst out of

that re-affirm the importance of lives outside the ward, an

jher over a failure of self-image, an embarrassment of

easy grouping into comfortable hierarchies of knowledge,

pose. It was a moment to illuminate the growth of

talent and authority. On the other side of the double locked

detachment as a virtue, an odd way to enhance distance

doors, the children, always in motion, caught up in their

as a measure of benevolence. The child, pinned down

terrible freedom, wait for our entrances as if from another

and shut away in his room, was set aside as a fact to be

world. Once inside, we accept them, lovingly anc

contemplated, while others calmed the counselor down

carefully, as the material to be worked on with all the calm

and reassured her of her professional worth.

of our craft and all the distances of our mutable
commitments. The day over, we move on to other privacies

These are the moments that helped define this ward,
as much a part of its design as the walls and doors. The

and intimacies, no more or less demanding than what, for
the moment, we have left behind.

pattern was one of functional simplicity: a locked-in area

What we practiced in this setting was the genius of

of sleeping rooms, corridors, dayrooms, a glass-walled

dispassionate understanding, the formulation of th^

children's lives into binding patterns that, when correctly

they were with trying to help her hold onto her life when

applied, are meant to heal. Devoid of preaching or

she seemed so determined to end it.

testimony, these patterns take on the kind of moral
seriousness associated with corporate modes of efficiency

We were sitting and talking about her, engrossed in

and service, the children worked on or let go as elements

explaining her to ourselves when a car pulled up along

in personal equations of pride and professionalism. Under

side. The girl we had been searching for was inside, with

this sequestered meaning of change, patterns can

a boy, a former patient. They had recognized the car we

packaged, advertised, contracted for and even personified

were in and stopped to see who we were. Both of them

in one presiding presence or another. Comprehending

were smoking pot, the space between them on the front

everything, or appearing to do so, requires no stinging

seat littered with wine and beer bottles. The counselor

oratory of good or evil, no exemplary embodiment of an

and I got out and stood in the rain talking to them through

idealized other except if useful. With understanding free

a rolled-down window. Their speech was almost

of any social particularity, there are few failures or

incoherent, phrases and thoughts with little apparent

betrayals, only lapses in technique and quirks of

connection to one another, a kind of verbal fugue where

contingency. From some private wellsprings, there are

what one of them said set off a response in the other that

occasional expressions of irate concern over one or

was a variation on a sentence already completed. All the

another element of the rot from which the children come

while, however, there was something studied and careful

and to which many will be returned. Yet, without a sense,

in the way they were performing for us. The more they

not only of what is wrong but also a compelling

spoke and laughed, switching rapidly from one topic or

alternative, these are sentimental musings, romantic

feeling to another, the more this scene seemed forced

accompaniments to things untouched and undisturbed.

and acted, a caricature of what might be expected of them

The objects of such sentiments are, all too often,

in their condition. They were clearly high, but just as

interchangeable. We can feel sorry for ourselves, and for

clearly they were in a strange sort of control, choosing

them, even as we move on. Late at night, when the food)

their words and ideas for the particular sense of the

and drinks are almost finished, we tell each other, in a

situation we were creating, this drama in the rain and

peculiar confirmation of certainty, the sad or funny stories

headlights. The game was about destruction, the intent

of the children in our care.

here and now to dare and goad, to underline their
indifference to all attempts at changing them. What they

I As Coetzee wrote in one of his novels, we tried to make

used on us was the fantasized triumph of their own dying,

the children terms in our history, afraid all the while that

their roles those of practiced unconcern for their lives,

we may become a term in theirs. I remember a night when

while ours were the caring and perplexed adults trying

one of the counselors drove me home to my apartment.

to talk them down, furiously thinking all the while how

We sat in the car for a while, going over the day's events,

to stop them but unable to move. It was they who ended

enjoying a soft rain setting off clouds of steam where it

this pantomime, finally, and drove away while we went

touched the ground. Sometime that afternoon, one of the

inside to call the police.

female patients had somehow slipped away from a
volleyball game and run off. She was a sixteen-year-olc

And yet, there were times when the tortured constraints

who had been hospitalized repeatedly for suicide

|of roles and distances was set aside in transitions barely

attempts: cut wrists, pill overdoses, wild rides that ended

perceptible, like the passing of daylight. We took all the

in smashed cars, picked sudden and violent fights that

children out of the ward for an excursion in a nearby

left her battered and bleeding. One could sense how much

park, a large green area punctuated by slides and swings,

the staff had grown tired of her even as they fanned out

battered picnic tables and rambling patches of forest. The

through the city to join the police in looking for her. Some

staff members who went along were uneasy; some of

were sure she was already dead, barely hiding how bored

these children were considered dangerous, and

regulations required them to be under constan

jand cool explanations, a reminder of the limited prospects

observation and control. Usually we would go no farther

to which our expertise contracts when we set it apart and

than an open field across from the hospital, and only withj

make a virtue of its isolation. In the end, all I have left of

the patients judged to be no threat, the privilege earned

those children is this subversive moment, this freeze-

for acting appropriately. But this time we were further

frame of possibility •

away, almost outside of the city and off the main roads,
with only some scattered and decaying farmhouses
nearby.
At first we did what was easiest and familiar: grouped
closely together, eyeing each other suspiciously, the
hildren as nervous as the adults, we all of us afraid of
an outburst that would bring it all to a swift end
Gradually, however, everyone relaxed. Sullenness put
aside, we clumped through piles of dead leaves and
argued about different ways of getting a cooking fire
started. Hooting and running, we snaked through the trees,
scattering and hiding in the fanciful games such spaces
allow. Words and hurts fell away while some special sense
of belonging to this place and to one another mysteriously
took us in. When a soft drizzle began to fall, we all linked
arms and turned our faces upward to catch the warm water
on our tongues. For a long time afterwards, I would
remember these nightmare children and their captors
)ranting together in the rain, transfigured for the few
lours we were there before going back inside the locked
ioors.

There is no good explanation for what happens in
moments like these when scenes shimmer and change
and we move, dream-like and free, in altered versions of
ourselves. Almost inadvertently, we stumbled across what
Rousseau was struggling for in his reveries, a way out of
stunted categories of understanding, the walls and doors
of our design, behind which imagination is sealed. In an
improbable morphing of place, time and self, the children
lleetingly became what they might have been, alive and
whole, however briefly, in a world of their own making,
It sounds like so much sentimental cant as I write this,
;ven while remembering the rain and the laughter. But
Rousseau already knew this feeling would be a favorite
excuse, a comfortable surrender to engineered versions
of change that make promises but disturb no one. Taken
seriously, that afternoon in the park explodes our careful

